
Course: Professional identity credits: 10

Course code MIVB22MOD41PI

Name Professional identity

Study year 2023-2024

ECTS credits 10

Language Dutch, with parts in English

Coordinator I. Imholz

Modes of delivery Assignment

Assessments - Assignment

Learning outcomes

1.  The student substantiates with suitable examples from the study

program that he satisfies the 7 program learning outcomes of the

MiZ study program profile at entry-level competence.

2. The student gives meaning to his own convictions, standards and

values, qualities and talents and shows how this influences his

personal and professional actions.

3. The student substantiates his 'personal fingerprint'  within the

context of the study program and convincingly communicates his

vision of care, well-being and leadership.

4. The student Shows with suitable examples that he is enterprising

and critical with regard to his own considerations and actions.

 

Content

In the first two years of the training, the student has learned through

SLB to look at his own attitude in relation to his behaviour. He/she

has used certain methods to learn to reflect. In year 4 we will focus

more on developing a professional identity, whereby the

development of a starting professional will increasingly come to the

fore. By means of various assignments, the student looks at which

learning outcomes he/she can further develop in order to meet the

training profile of the MiZ programme. He/she is given tools to

develop insight into his/her own actions in relation to the future role.

 

Included in programme(s)

Health Care Management

School(s)

School of Health Care Studies

Although every effort has been taken to ensure the accuracy of the information in the ECTS Course Catalogue, we cannot guarantee that the content and the information

contained in it is always up-to-date, complete or true. Accordingly, no rights can be derived from the contents of the catalogue.

https://www.hanze.nl/eng
https://catalogue.hanze.nl/en/Programme/2023/ECTSMIV23
https://www.hanze.nl/eng/organisation/hanze-uas/share-talent-move-world



